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Tuttle Publishing, Japan, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 191 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Thinking of getting a Japanese-style tattoo? Want to avoid a permanent mistake?
Japanese Tattoos is an insider s look at the world of Japanese irezumi (tattoos). Japanese Tattoos
explains the imagery featured in Japanese tattoos so that readers can avoid getting ink they don t
understand or, worse, that they ll regret. This photo-heavy book will also trace the history of
Japanese tattooing, putting the iconography and kanji symbols in their proper context so readers
will be better informed as to what they mean and have a deeper understanding of irezumi. Tattoos
featured will range from traditional tebori (hand-poked) and kanji tattoos to anime-inspired and
modern works as well as everything in between. For the first time, Japanese tattooing will be put
together in a visually attractive, informative, and authoritative way. Along with the 350+ photos of
tattoos, Japanese Tattoos will also feature interviews with Japanese tattoo artists on a variety of
topics. What s more, there will be interviews with clients, who are typically overlooked in similar
books, allowing them to discuss what their Japanese tattoos mean to them. Those who...
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It is an incredible publication i actually have actually go through. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in
an exceedingly simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication where actually changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Prof. Colton Jakubowski IV-- Prof. Colton Jakubowski IV

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at at any moment
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Doris Beier-- Doris Beier
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